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I did not want to read this book. Having perused a number of books on the subject in recent
years, I was suffering from plagiarism fatigue. However, when the head of our center for
teaching lent me Cheating Lessons, promising me that it contained new insights and would be
good airport reading during an upcoming trip, I acquiesced.
I soon discovered that Cheating Lessons is aptly named. Author James Lang draws on case
studies, but not primarily to teach his readers about why students plagiarize or commit other
academic ethics infractions. Rather, Lang invites his readers to treat each case as a distinct
lesson in how students learn. Focusing on contextual rather than dispositional factors linked to
cheating and drawing on a body of empirical research, Lang explores powerful pedagogies that
come into view in the wake of learning failures to which his case studies attest. Scrutinizing
the Olympics of Ancient Greece, civil service tests in China’s dynastic history, and Atlanta’s No
Child Left Behind testing scandal, among other examples, Lang establishes that high-stakes
testing settings as well as those that focus on performance rather than process offer students
only an extrinsic motivation to learn. Most significantly, these environments are highly
conducive to cheating.
Juxtaposed with these cases are chapters that describe cheating-resistant learning
environments. Lang draws his examples from interviews, observations, and teaching materials
shared with him by award-winning college and university teachers. These teachers serve as
our guides for exploring contexts that promote learning through mastery rather than
performance, feature low-stakes assessment, activate students’ intrinsic motivation to learn,
and support learners’ self-efficacy. Lang excels at extracting from his data examples and
vignettes that draw readers into the classrooms of these teacher guides. There we observe how
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they promote student engagement by forging links between course questions and questions
that students bring to the course. Particularly insightful are Lang’s suggestions for addressing
a problem that may especially beset those of us who teach required subjects: when confronted
with students’ indifference to a question or topic that captivates us, what learning strategies
can we employ that will elicit from students a strong desire to grasp hold of the learning
challenges we pose to them? Teachers highlighted by Lang offer creative and inspiring
examples of assessment practices that bolster students’ intrinsic motivation to learn and
enhance their self-efficacy (for example, a literature course in which students work with
literary classics and then teach them to residents of a juvenile correctional center).
Lang’s account of powerful pedagogical practices, rich with possibilities for enhancing learning
in the religious studies classroom, makes Cheating Lessons a valuable resource. However, the
book may not be the best choice for airport reading. Engrossed in Cheating Lessons at O’Hare,
I was quite startled to be on the receiving end of wisecracks from strangers who supposed
from the title that its advice focuses on the bedroom rather than the classroom.
https://www.wabashcenter.wabash.edu/resources/book_reviews/cheating-lessons-learning-from
-academic-dishonesty/
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